
 
NationBuilder Mega-Theme 

Agency Package - Unlimited Use 

The following states in plain English the agreement between the vendor (Nation Media) and 
customer for the purchase of Nation Media’s NationBuilder Mega-Theme Agency Package - 
Unlimited Use package. 

1. License & Ownership 
This purchase entitles the customer to use the NationBuilder Mega-Theme materials on 
unlimited websites. 
 
This purchase also entitles the customer to unlimited NationBuilder Mega-Theme Agency 
Package - Website Builds for $1,000. 
 
The customer is in possession of and can modify theme files as they wish (with the notable 
exception of section 3 below).  
 
Nation Media retains full rights to utilize all code created by themselves however they wish. 

2. Delivery of Materials 
Nation Media will share the theme, the base website content, and the email template with the 
customer’s Nation within 24 business hours of receiving payment (often it is immediate, if 
during business hours). Nation Media will share links to the theme’s instruction manuals 
which the customer can use to build out websites. 

3. NationBuilder Attribution 
As per NationBuilder’s terms and conditions, a link to NationBuilder saying “Built with 
NationBuilder” will remain at the bottom of all websites built using the theme. 



4. Functionality 
The theme makes use of NationBuilder’s core functionality plus custom functionality 
designed by Nation Media to enhance websites utilizing the theme. 
 
That being said, it is up to the customer to ensure the theme’s functionality meets their 
requirements before purchasing. 

5. Unlimited Warranty 
Any bugs reported to Nation Media during the duration of the theme’s use that are obviously 
determined to have been present at the time of purchase will be fixed free of charge, so long 
as Nation Media is still in business and providing NationBuilder services. 

6. Payment 
● The price is $4,000. 
● Full payment is required before the materials are delivered. 
● Due to the nature of the products and services Nation Media provides, all sales are 

final and refunds will not be issued. 


